Abstract. The two A beamlines at SwissFEL are currently under commissioning, first pilot experiments have already been carried out. In total we have 10 mirror systems, 6 offset mirrors and 4 mirrors in KB [1] configuration. We use bilayer mirror coatings to handle the single shot damage challenge at FELs. The optics has to keep the coherence of the FEL pulses. We use flat mirrors with figure errors on the single nm level in two-actuator mechanical bender systems. The vertically deflecting KB mirrors have a polished-in gravity sag compensation. The performance of the mirror systems has been verified with X-rays.
INTRODUCTION
SwissFEL the new hard X-ray free electron laser (FEL) facility at the Paul Scherrer Institut in Switzerland [2] started X-ray optics commissioning with two beamlines at one undulator called A in summer 2017. In the meantime all the optic and diagnostic components are in operation. So far photon energies up to 3 keV with a repetition rate of 25 Hz have been realized (status begin of June 2018). The conditioning of the linear accelerator is still ongoing in order to reach the design parameters (12 keV, 100 Hz) and start regular user operation in the beginning of 2019.
The optical layout of the two beamlines called A and B is shown in Fig. 1 . About 64 m downstream the undulator there are two retractable horizontally deflecting offset mirrors to guide the beam into A followed by a double crystal monochromator (DCM) with a maximum Bragg angle of 80 deg., a pair of vertically deflecting mirrors and the KB [1] system. The layout of B is very similar but the vertically deflecting mirrors are upstream the DCM. Both beamlines allow pink beam and monochromatic operation i.e. with-and without the DCM. In the following we will focus on the mirror systems, present the concept, realization and first commissioning results with X-rays.
MIRROR SYSTEMS Coatings
Single shot damage is a major concern during the optics design for FEL beamlines, see for example [3] . The typical outcome are low-Z coating materials, small grazing angles and long mirrors; in our case: B 4 C, 3 mrad and 650 mm optical surface. With 3 mrad and a thick B 4 C coating the reflectivity would drop rapidly at about 10 keV. To extend the useful photon energy range to higher photon energies and keep the damage under control we choose a bilayer of thin B 4 C on top of SiC and Mo respectively. Concerning damage a SiC monolayer would be safe while the Mo layer has a higher damage risk and may be used just as an option with reduced fluence (3 rd harmonic). The reflectivity prediction 
Figure Errors and Mirror Length
To explore the unique properties of the fully coherent FEL pulses we want to minimize phase distortions caused by the optics. Assuming we have a figure error ∆h on the mirror, then the phase error ∆φ is:
with the wavelength λ and the grazing angle θ. Destructive interference of partial waves occurs if the wavefront error exceeds λ/4 and expressed as the Rayleigh criterion W pv < λ/4. As a peak to valley criterion it is sensitive to single defects. For specification we prefer the equivalent Marechal criterion W rms < λ/14, an alternative option would be to specify a Strehl ratio D S > 0.8. We specified a height error of h rms < 0.6 nm (4 mirrors, 3 mrad, 0.1 nm X-rays), see also [5] .
Assuming we already defined the grazing angle from reflectivity considerations, we can determine the mirror length from the expected footprint and acceptable diffraction ripple. We specified 650 mm optical surface length. Four offset mirrors have been manufactured at ZEISS, two offset mirrors and the four KB mirrors at JTEC. The final mounting and calibration has been done at PSI see below.
Mirror Mechanics
Our concept is based on flat mirrors in a two element mechanical bender. This allows to compensate to a certain extend the gravity sag and allows a moderate focusing/defocusing. |R| > 10 km. For the procurement we evaluated several scenarios -finally we established a collaboration with DESY, PETRA III, beamline P11 and copied their bender system [7] which itself is an extended an improved version of benders developed at ESRF and PSI. The design of the horizontally deflecting mirror mechanics we could take over almost 1:1, for the vertical case we had to scale the length and design an additional downwards deflecting version. The final design, manufacturing, assembling and testing has been done in house at PSI.
Bender Calibration
After delivery we did extensive quality assurance measurements of mirrors and mechanics. In a next step we mounted the mirrors into the bender systems with the help of a Fizeau interferometer in our metrology laboratory of the Swiss Light Source (SLS) (ISO 7 clean room) to minimize the twist. On purpose we had skipped any twist compensation in the bender mechanics in favor of more stiffness. The twist has been minimized by an iteration of manual lapping the clamping surfaces and measurements. Next, the complete bender mechanics with the mounted mirror has been placed in the final orientation under the Long Trace Profiler (LTP) and 2d curvature maps have been recorded for calibration. Technically we did 3d scans-we measured the local slope as function of mirror position and the two settings of the bender actuators with a spatial resolution of 1 mm. For the data evaluation we set a mirror radius or alternatively the nominal grazing angle and focusing distance and can extract figure error maps. The measurements were done fully automatized, unattended with the EPICS software used for the operation. The setup and results are shown in Fig. 3 and 4.
Commissioning with X-rays
On August 31, 2017 we had the first light on the mirrors and started the commissioning with 1 keV photons and pink beam mode. The mirror systems including benders worked from the beginning without problems. The reproducibility is very good, the beamline operators and pilot users use them routinely to steer the beam position and size. Figure  5 shows as an example the beam on a screen downstream the A DCM when changing the bender settings at the two horizontal offset mirrors. In case both mirrors are set to the flat setting from the calibration we see some stripes indicating some residual figure errors and the limits of the calibration i.e. the bender setting must be fine-tuned to some extend with X-rays (as expected). 
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KIRKPATRICK BAEZ (KB) FOCUSING
Both beamlines use a KB mirror system for focusing. We choose a commercial system from TOYAMA with JTEC mirrors. Both mirrors are equipped with a two element mechanical bender. The vertically deflecting mirrors have gravity sag compensation polished in. The bender work very well, recently we measured a focus < 5 µm FWHM shown in Fig. 6 . The other parts of Fig. 6 show pictures of the KB mechanics with the mounted trapezoidal mirror during the calibration measurement under the LTP and the fully assembled system just before closing the chamber for pumping.
SUMMARY/ OUTLOOK
The mirror systems including benders are routinely used by the beamline operators and pilot users to adjust the focusing dynamically, the reproducibility and accuracy of the calibration settings appears to be very good. Some fine tuning is required. At the B KB we achieved 5µm FWHM focus on a YAG screen. To measure smaller foci which are predicted in the design calculations, we have to improve the measurement i.e. optimize the attenuator setting, YAG thickness, magnification of the microscope or use other methods like imprints or wave front diagnostics. 
